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EXERCISES

Don’t wait for a data incident to
develop and test your response
By Milton Bartley, ImageQuest
Co-Founder, President & CEO
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Imagine this: You’re in your office,
in the middle of a major client
project, when Bob in IT calls you.

Your vendor, “Acme Accounting Software,
Inc.,” has suffered an “incident.” Details are
few, and a security team is investigating.
However, some firm and client data probably
have been compromised, including some of
your clients’ financial records.
What is the first thing you should do in
response? Have you and your team planned
for such an event?
The shock of a situation such as this could
paralyze you – and plunge your team into
confusion.
You can waste a lot of valuable
time and energy dealing
You can read more
with this problem if you and
insights in our
your team haven’t thought in
whitepaper on
the same purpose. It helps you
advance about what you would
Tabletop Exercises
develop a hierarchy of actions
do — and should do.
at https://www.
to improve outcomes while also
imagequest.com/
A recent IBM Securityexposing gaps and assumptions
white-papers/.
Ponemon Institute study
that must be addressed.
found that having a plan for
responding to a data incident
Yet sometimes organizations
can save organizations a third of the costs
task someone to write an Incident
of the incident – which can average in the
Response/Disaster Recovery plan — and
millions of dollars.
then file it away and never practice it.
And it makes sense – after all, First
An untested plan is not an action plan. It is a
Responders and military units run drills
collection of suggestions.
to prepare for incidents all the time. An
continued on P.02
Incident Response Exercise serves much
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continued from P.01
We do Incident Response or “Tabletop”
Exercises with our clients. It’s always
instructive to discover decision points
that either require something to be
established in advance (the right law
enforcement contact, for example) or
decision points that cannot be executed
because of an unexpected problem (no
communications available, for example.)
Our exercises expose steps that must
be re-ordered, additional executives
who need to be involved, or other
contacts that must be on file. We
follow the U.S. government’s National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s
recommendations for Tabletop Exercises.
Our exercises, per the NIST
recommendations, take several hours and
require the involvement of key people –
including executives and board members.
“We find it can be easier to schedule
and attain buy-in from leadership,” said
Milton Bartley, ImageQuest Co-Founder,
President & CEO. “They prefer the exercise
be run by an experienced third-party that
can facilitate an accurate scenario. It’s
important your operating leadership team,
your board, and your key department heads
are involved and aligned in developing and
practicing your response plan.”
Our response exercises include real-life
scenarios. For example, what if your
incident is ransomware that shuts down all

Sometimes organizations task someone
to write a plan — and then file it away and
never practice it. An untested plan is not an
action plan. It is a collection of suggestions.
your communications systems – including
your phones? What if you need to take
specific steps to preserve evidence in the
first minutes – and failing to do so costs
you valuable evidence and recovery time?
Your organization needs to continue to
function and present a stable front to the
community. If everyone on the executive
team is fighting the incident response
fire, will outsiders see that stable front?
Or will people start whispering that
something is going on at your business?
Simulation exercises, especially those run
by a third-party, can bring these problems
to light. In the low-stress environment
of rehearsal, you can review and assess
where you need to make changes and
improvements, and your team members
will better understand their roles.

Our clients who conduct these exercises
tell us they appreciate learning “how to
create action without causing panic.” In
several cases, organizations have taken
the exercise to another level altogether,
by having their internal management
team conduct mini-incident response
exercises in small groups.
Those leaders then reassemble and
share notes and best practices from the
individual meetings. This type of internal
activity helps solidify the importance
of security awareness and incident
response throughout the organization.
Don’t lose precious time and money by
being unprepared for an incident. A wellrehearsed exercise will save you and your
firm a lot of grief and costs down the
road.

IMAGEQUEST ADDS TEAM MEMBERS
We recently added more team members to
assist our customers with their technology
issues.
ANDREA LYTTLE joined us as a Service Desk
Dispatcher. She is the first ImageQuest support
person to see a ticket and route it appropriately
to provide speedy resolution on urgent issues.
She also makes sure routine requests are
handled promptly.
Andrea loves her job because “it’s something
new every day, fast-paced and exciting.”
MICHAEL BEACH joined us as an IT Support
Specialist II. He has a Bachelor of Science
degree in computer science from Middle
Tennessee State University. He previously
worked as the Information Technology Manager

at Garton Pro, and as IT Manager for IIM,
Inc. Michael also enjoys the fact that “nothing
is ever the same” in IT Support. He finds the
diversity of issues he solves challenging and
interesting.
And JAMES CROWDER has joined us as a
Deskside Support Technician at client Mental
Health Cooperative. James comes to us from
American Airlines in Seattle, where he says
he loved the atmosphere fueled by Microsoft
and Amazon. Family ties brought him back to
Nashville. James has a Bachelor of Arts in
French and International Business from the
University of Tennessee.
We’re pleased to welcome Andrea, Michael and
James aboard!
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FROM THE IQ BLOG
Cyber insurance – are you
sure you have the right
coverage?
Cyber insurance is back in the news,
as several cities hit with ransomware
recently turned to their insurance
carriers for ransom payments.

of course, ransom payments.
Just because a city used insurance
money to pay $600,000 for a
ransomware demand, doesn’t mean
your policy provides this coverage
to you. What’s more, you need to be
sure your policies cover what you
really need covered.

Can you assume that all you have to
do is buy insurance and be done with
it?

You can’t assume insurance will
make you whole in an incident.

Well, as they say in insurance, that’s
pretty risky.

We have more tips to help your
business gain better premiums here:
https://bit.ly/IQBlog101319.

As we noted in our December 2018
newsletter, cyber insurance policies
come in all flavors, and they cover
different things. Some policies cover
network penetrations, for example,
but not a loss from a phishing attack.
Other issues where coverage can
vary is recovery costs, forensics
work, equipment replacement, and,

Cyber attacks will continue unabated
in 2020. They can be relentless - and
devastating to businesses. Best to
make sure your insurance has your
back now.
We are happy to help - contact us
today - for a conversation to learn
more!

PROTECT YOUR
BUSINESS
If you want to be sure your organization
is protected, we recommend the
following steps:
1. Get a Risk Assessment. Use an
independent, third-party organization,
such as ImageQuest, to get an
objective, accurate assessment of what
you need coverage for if your systems
are breached.
2. Have an expert review your cyber
policies to check the coverage - and to
make sure your organization hews to its
requirements for security measures. A
second opinion will either put your mind
at ease – or reveal gaps in coverage
that could hurt your business.

MEET A CYBERCRIMINAL
Meet Shaileshkumar “Sam” P. Jain –
internet entrepreneur extraordinaire
and Penn State grad.
Born Feb 10, 1970, he is a U.S. Citizen
– and has been on the lam from U.S.
authorities for about 10 years.
Maybe you heard of one of his
companies: Innovative Marketing,
Inc.; Discount Bob, Shifting Currents
Financials, Inc.; Innovative Marketing,
Inc.; or Shopenter.com, LLC?
Doesn’t ring a bell?
Maybe you recall his products: The
pop-up flashing ad warning that your
files were corrupted or your computer
had malware. It looked exactly like a
Windows Security Alert.
Click on the ad, and you would be

directed to buy ‘Winfixer’
provide refunds to prevent
or ‘AntiVirus 2008’ or
fraud reports to law
‘VirusRemover 2008’ to help
enforcement or credit
you with all that. Ignore
companies.
the ad – and it would keep
Jain and partner Bjorn
popping up.
Daniel Sundin pocketed
Victims paid between
profits of more than $100
$30 and $70 to buy the
million from victims in 60
“recommended” software.
countries, authorities said.
Except when you installed
Sundin, also wanted by
SHAILESHKUMAR
the software, it loaded
U.S. authorities, was
“SAM”
P.
JAIN
and executed spyware and
last reported in his native
malware – and sometimes
Sweden. Jain was thought
even damaged a victim’s computer.
to be in Ukraine, Canada, Brazil, or
The “scareware” programs didn’t “fix”
India.
anything.
The FBI says it is still looking for Jain
When customers called a support line
and Sundin, and offering a $20,000
to complain, call center representatives reward for information on their
were allegedly instructed to lie - or
whereabouts.

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD
REFERRAL?
A great referral for us is a company in
any professional industry with at least
20 computers – or any organization with
a regulatory compliance standard they
must follow.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
You can submit your referral by emailing
us at leads@imagequest.com, or by
calling Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at
888.979.2679. You can get more details at
https://www.imagequest.com/referralprogram/
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WELCOME NEW CLIENT!
their physical, mental, and emotional
health risks in order to take charge of
their lives.
Because it is in the health care field
and works with protected health
information daily, SentryHealth knew
it needed strong IT security and IT
Its solutions for employers range from
compliance measures for the patient
guided employee health programs to
health records it maintains. The
mobile chronic condition management
company turned to ImageQuest for
and full-service worksite health clinics.
help in completing
a regulatory Risk
SentryHealth also
Assessment,
enables health
its compliance
care providers to
documentation,
deliver proactive,
and a Penetration
consistent, and
MEET SENTRYHEALTH
Test. ImageQuest
quality care through
also helped
Location: Louisville, KY
Healthward,
SentryHealth
Founded: 2011
its proprietary
write IT Policies,
population health
Website: sentryhealth.com
develop a Computer
management
Services: Provides robust
Security Incident
population health solutions,
technology.
Response Plan, and
including clinical services,
Integrated data
engagement
services,
and
a Disaster Recovery
about each patient
technology.
plan.
is paired with
smart technology
ImageQuest
to provide valuable
also developed
insights that drive care collaboration
SentryHealth’s Vendor Management
efforts and cost efficiencies.
plan.
The goal of SentryHealth’s services is
“ImageQuest and its team have been
to improve the health and well-being
a wonderful partner for us,” said J.
of covered populations while driving
Kevin Porter, President & CEO of
positive financial results for employers
SentryHealth. “They bring expertise
and health care providers alike. They
and experience to give us quality
enable proactive, quality care that
products that we are confident to show
empowers individuals to get ahead of
our clients and regulatory auditors.”

SentryHealth is a Louisvillebased company that offers
robust population health
solutions, including clinical
services, engagement
services, and technology.

Know a non-profit
that could use
cybersecurity
training?
Do you know a non-profit whose team
could benefit from a little cybersecurity
training? Perhaps an organization that
needs to know some basic steps that
will keep the client data secure?
We’re offering this important training to
charitable organizations in a way that
makes it easier than you think! If your
organization can give us an hour to do
40 to 45 minutes of training and have
a Q&A after, we will provide security
training at low or no cost.
Contact our Jay Mallory for details! You
can also chat with us on the website
to learn more. Just click on the teal
speech bubble and we will get you
connected!

From Our Customers
“Thanks to DeMarcus Brown for his assistance
in getting our team back up and running with the
InContact phone system yesterday.”

“It was a little frustrating thinking I was going to
have to put my password in all the time to log in to
Word but the IT tech guy went above and beyond!”

“Michael worked throughout the day to resolve
my issue, which he did. You are a lifesaver!!!
Thank you.”

“Josh is great at what he does and he is
responsive during emergencies.”

“Lori was a huge help recover(ing) a file.
Appreciate all the help she has provided!”
“As always, the IT team delivered great service. I
cannot tell you how helpful it is for the HR staff to
have access to Adobe Pro.”

“Erick is always great at getting our issues
resolved.”
“Davis does top-notch work! He understands our
environment, has a great attitude, and works well
under pressure. I always feel like we are in good
hands when he answers the phone.”
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Thank YOU to our
clients who shared
their positive feedback
about our help. We
appreciate it! If you
are not having this
experience with your
Technology Vendor,
maybe you should give
us a call!

